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Jeffers High School, located in Adams School 
District in Michigan, serves a predominantly 
white population from a low to middle  
socioeconomic background. A math teacher 
in this school learned about the importance 
of teaching spatial skills, especially to girls, 
as part of the math curriculum during her 
masters studies at Michigan Tech. She was invited to pilo
developed under a grant from the National Science Found
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The program, Introduction to 3-D Spatial Visualization, i
using classroom activities and computer exercises 
orthographic drawings, flat patterns, and rotations. For th
with a computer tutorial that has many examples set 
blueprint that is built with blocks, and physically man
Following this hands-on experience, according to the te
would get so good they would not need the blocks to visu
3-D representations of objects from mental visualizatio
space. Spatial skills training was offered initially as a on
class for eighth grade students. Pre- and post-tests show
girls’ spatial skills, so the program was offered later a
school students.    
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